ATLAS
JSV
What they’re saying...
Gravely Intros Atlas JSV
“Gravely created a new segment for off-road vehicles
with the release of their Atlas jobsite vehicle (JSV). To
set itself apart from utility vehicles (UTVs), Gravely’s
Atlas is a heavy-duty, commercial vehicle targeted toward landscape contractors and other professionals.”
Full article here.

Gravely’s Atlas JSV
Ready for Work
“Gravely is claiming a new space in the crowded utility
vehicle product category. The company calls the new
space the “job site vehicle” space, and is populating it
with four new rugged Atlas JSV utility vehicles... While
I found the Atlas JSV to be sturdy and responsive, the
vehicle’s ability to handle heavy workloads impressed
me the most.” Full article here.

New Gravely vehicle for
heavy-duty jobs on the farm
“Ariens, the company you may recognize for its lawn,
turf and snow management tools, has made a major
statement with the launch of a new work vehicle under
its Gravely brand. It has entered into the work vehicle
market with the new Atlas JSV, or jobsite vehicle, and
they say they’re carving out a subcategory in the utility
vehicle space by taking ownership of the “JSV” name.
And agriculture is one of their target markets.” Full
article here.

Gravely Launches Atlas JSV Utility Vehicle
“Construction contractors take notice. Green industry
expert Gravely (known for its impressive zero-turn
mowers, snow throwers and parent company Ariens)
is introducing a pretty hardcore, commercial-grade
utility vehicle to the market. Full article here.

Gravely Introduces the Atlas JSV Utility Vehicle
“Gravely has introduced the Atlas JSV utility vehicle designed for heavy jobsite work. With a 1,900 lb. payload
and 2,000 lb. towing capacity, the Atlas allows work
crews to literally haul a ton... this Jobsite Vehicle (JSV)
provides the heavy-duty traction and suspension required to maintain full ground clearance and a smooth
ride even when carrying maximum loads.” Full article

Gravely Atlas Side-bySide Has Features Land
Managers Need
“The new Gravely Atlas JSV has the potential to push
the boundaries of what a UTV can accomplish. When
Polaris and Ariens teamed up to create the Atlas under
Ariens’ Gravely brand, they designed the UTV as a “Job
Site Vehicle” for workers in labor-intensive fields... But
they quickly realized the performance capabilities of
the side-by-side also catered to the needs of land managers. Full article here.

New Gravely Atlas JSV Utility Vehicle
“The Gravely Atlas JSV utility vehicle was built for
heavy-duty work. The new UTV has an impressive
1,250-pound hauling and 2,000-pound towing capacity.
Supported by on-demand, all-wheel drive and De Dion
rear suspension, the machine also provides the traction and suspension required to maintain full ground
clearance and a smooth ride even when carrying maximum loads.” Full article here.

For more articles,
please visit
GravelyAtlas.com and
click “In The News.”

